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Highly effective leadership is essential for altering the culture and performance of an organization. But even
for the most talented people, taking your leadership to the next level requires a fundamental shift in how
and what you see in the everyday world of business.
For over 30 years, JMW has been helping the world’s most successful business leaders create and realize high-impact
outcomes and dramatic shifts in performance. Our leadership programs are specifically designed to equip you to dramatically
enhance organizational performance.

A significant return on investment
Participants of our ground-breaking programs report that the impact is immediate and lasting and produces measurable results.
An overwhelming number of them cite JMW’s programs as the most impactful learning experience of their career. In fact, one
major oil company reported an increase in value of $2bn following the roll out of one of our leadership programs.
Leadership Excellence: A Breakthrough in Performance™ is a five-day program designed to dramatically impact your
leadership capabilities. The program will dispel the myths around what is at the heart of truly effective leadership and provide
access to new levels of self-expression, contribution and fulfillment in your work ... resulting in a significant impact on your
performance and that of others.

Who Should Attend

Benefits

Leadership Excellence: A Breakthrough in Performance™
is designed for senior managers, managers, supervisors
and project team leads who are charged with implementing
strategy, operational performance or delivering new levels of
business results.

Participants leave the program with the ability to:
• Target and deliver extraordinary levels of performance
• Make a significant contribution to their organization
• Inspire and mobilize others

Structure and Curriculum
Led by senior JMW consultants, Leadership Excellence: A Breakthrough in Performance™ is a residential
program that takes place over five days. JMW will present new models and frameworks for elevating
leadership capabilities and delivering extraordinary performance.

“This was by far the most beneficial and insightful training class I’ve ever
been to. The things I learned about myself have and will continue to help
me grow as a leader.”
Brief outline of course topics and themes:
DAY 1: The role of a leader

DAY 4: New leadership possibilities

• “De-bunking” the myths of leadership
• The source of leadership
• The central role of language and conversation

• Enrollment principles
• Unleashing innovation
• Generating authentic commitment

DAY 2: Projects to impact business performance

DAY 5

• Conversations that allow for extraordinary performance
• Developing business and project commitment that
require new levels of leadership

• Continue enrollment practice
• Review and completion of program

DAY 3: Transforming your leadership limitations
• Your leadership style and how it developed
• Your limiting behaviors and why they persist
• Inventing a new possibility for your leadership

Registration Details
Location:
Date: 		
Tuition:

Courtyard by Marriot, Port of Spain
October 7 - 11, 2019
$8,500 USD

To register for this program, please visit: jmw.com/events/
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